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Abst rac t - -The  ffect of a fixed discontinuity on a travelling Gaussian density is modelled using 
a simple stochastic differential equation. The resulting density is represented asa one-dimensional 
integral of standard functions. Numerical examples are given. It is shown that the density reverts 
towards a Ganssian after leaving the neighbourhood f the discontinuity. The expectation and the 
variance of the transmitted Gaussian are estimated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The evolution of a system subject o random noise is often described by a stochastic differential 
equation (SDE) for the system state X, regarded as a random process [1-4]. The system state 
at time t is a random variable Xt. The information about Xt available at time t is summarised 
by the probability density function p(t, x). Discontinuities in the coefficients of the SDE can 
have a strong effect on p(t, x). If the discontinuities depend only on time, then the analysis of 
their effects can be relatively tractable. For example, the solution of a general inear SDE with 
time dependent discontinuities in the coefficients is given in [1, Section 10.2]. State dependent 
discontinuities are far more intractable. 
In this letter, a study is made of the density p(t, x) associated with a process X satisfying an 
It6 SDE with simple state dependent discontinuity in the drift term. Let (f~,grt, P) be a filtered 
probability space [2]. The SDE is defined in R by 
dXt = f(Xt) dt + dBt, (0 < t, Xo = c a.s.), (1) 
where (X, B) is adapted to -~t and B is a standard 9vt Brownian motion in R. The drift f is 
defined by 
f (x )=m,  (x<0)  and f (x )=m+~,  (x>0) ,  (2) 
where m, "y are constants. It follows from [2, Remark 5.18] that (1) has a nonexploding, unique, 
strong solution for any initial distribution of X0. Equation (1) is studied in [5,6]. 
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In Section 2, the density p(t, x) is represented as a path integral involving the local time of a 
Brownian motion at the position x = 0 of the discontinuity in f.  The path integral is reduced in 
Section 3 to a one-dimensional integral of standard functions. Numerical examples to illustrate 
the evolution of p(t, x) are given in Section 4. It is shown in Section 5, that if c < 0, m > 0, 
m + 3' > 0, t >> 0, then p(t, x) approximates closely to a Gaussian density travelling rightwards. 
The expectation and the variance of this transmitted Gaussian are estimated in Section 6. 
2. REPRESENTAT ION OF p BY  A PATH INTEGRAL 
It is a consequence of the Cameron-Martin-Girsanov transformation applied to (1) that p(t, x) 
has the following path integral representation: 
p(t,x)dx = E (x{X~edx} exp ( l  fotf(Xs)2 ds +gfotf(Xs)dBs)) , (3) 
where/~ is the expectation with respect o a new measure/5 defined on fl and X is a Brownian 
motion with respect o the filtered probability space (fl, .Tt,/5). Further information can be found 
in [7,8]. On using (1) to substitute for dBt on the right-hand side of (3), it follows that 
p(t,x)dx = E (X{x,~dx} exp ( - l  fotf(Xs)2 dS + fotf(Xs)dXs)  . (4) 
Let F+(t),/3 be defined by 
f0 t r+(t) = x(x,>0} ds, 
(5) 
1 
= ( (m + 3')2 _ 
It follows from (2), (4), and (5) that 
p(t,x)dx = E, (X{X,edx} exp (-13F+(t) + fotf(Xs)dXs)  . (6) 
Let the potential • be defined by ~(x) = rex, x < 0, and ~(x) = (m + 3')x, x > 0. Then, • is 
a continuous convex function, smooth in R \ {0}. An application of the generalised It6 rule [2] 
yields 
d¢(Xt) = f(Xt) dXt + 3" dLt, (7) 
where t ~ Lt is the local time of X at x = 0. It follows from (6) and (7) that 
p(t, x)dx = exp(~(x))/~ (X{x,e dx} exp (-/3 F+(t) - 3"Lt)). (8) 
3. REPRESENTAT ION OF p BY  A 
ONE-D IMENSIONAL INTEGRAL 
The expectation on the right-hand side of (8) is well known in the theory of Brownian motion [2]. 
It is reduced to a one-dimensional integral using an expression for the joint density Pc(Xt E 
dx; Lt E db; F+(t) E dr). Let p, q2, h be defined by 
1 p(t, x, y) = ~ exp , (0 < t; x, y e R), 
i f ( ) .  oxo q2(x) ---- -2  u2 du, (x e R), (9) 
h(t,b)= Ibl ex -~  p , (0 < t, be  R). 
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The function p is the Gaussian kernel, q2 is the Gaussian cumulative distribution function, and h 
is the distribution of the first passage time to level b for Brownian motion in R starting at the 
origin. It is shown in [2, Chapter 6], that if c >_ 0, then 
Pc(Xt  • dx; Lt • db; r+(t) e dr) = 2h(v, b + c)h(t - r, b - x) dx dbdr, 
Pc(Xt  e dx; L te  db; r+(t) e dr) = 2h(t - r, b)h(T, b + x + c) dxdbd% 
Pc(Xt  • dx;Lt = 0;F+(t) = t) = (p(t ,c,x) - p ( t , c , - z ) )dx ,  
(z < 0), 
(z > o), 
(z > o) 
(10) 
and if c < 0, then 
[~c(Xt E dx, Lt (0) E db, F+ (t) e dr) = 2h(t - r, b - c)h(% b + x) dx db dr, 
Pc(Xt  e dx, Lt(O) e db,£+(t) e dr) = 2h(T,b)h(t - T,b -- x - c)dxdbd'r, 
Pc(Xt  e dx; Lt = 0; F+(t) = 0) = (p(t, c, x) - p(t, c, -x ) )  dx, 
(x > 0), 
(x < 0), 
(x < o). 
(11) 
It follows from (S), (10), and (11) that 
/0% p( t ,x )=exp(~(x) )  2h( t -%b-c)h( r ,b+x)exp( -137-^fb)dbdr ,  (c<0,x>0) ,  (12) 
/o'/o p(t ,x)  = exp(¢(x)) 2h(%b)h(t - - T,b - -  X - -  c) exp(-/3r - "yb) dbdr 
+exp(¢(x ) ) (p ( t , c ,x )  -p ( t , c , -x ) ) ,  (c < 0,x < 0). (13) 
The double integrals in (12),(13) are reduced to single integrals of well-known functions. Let J 
be defined by 
~0 °° J (t ,  T, C, X) = h(t - r, b - c)h(T, b 4- x) exp(--/~r -- 7b) db, (c < 0, z > 0). (14) 
Let ao, a2, a3 be defined by 
ao= t ")'- t - r  4- ' 
(~ + c)_~___2 ~ + -~(x(t - T) - ~-) 
a2 2t t 
X 2 C 2 
a3 = -- /3v 27" 2(t - "r)" 
4- 72T(t - T) (15) 
2t 
It follows from (9), (14), and (15) that 
J (t ,T,C,X) = 
exp(a3)(xT -- c(t -- "r) -- "w(t -- r) 
2~t~v'~- ~)
exp(a2)(1 - q2(a0)) /'1 
+ ~---~z 
(16) 
The representation (12) ofp( t ,x )  involves the integral of J over the range 0 < r < t. Numerical 
difficulties arise because J is singular at T = 0, t. The effects of the singularities are reduced by 
substituting t sin2(0) for r. Let F. be the function defined such that 
.~.(t,O,c,x) = J (t, tsin2(O),c,x) . (17) 
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On substituting t sin2(8) for r in the expressions (15) for the ai, it follows that 
ao(t, 8, c, x) = -~(x cot(P) - ctan(0) + 7t sin(P) cos(P)), 
a2(t,8, c,x)=-~tsin2(8) (x + c) 2 t-7 (xcos2(0) - csin2(8))+172tsin2(8)cos2(0), (18) 
2t 2 
i (x2co~c2(O) + c2 sec2(O)) a3(t, 8, c, x) = -13t sin2(8) - ~ 
It follows from (16)-(18), that 
E(t, 8, c, x) - exp(a3) (x tan(O) - c cot(P) - 7t sin(O) cos(P)) 
21rt 2 
exp(a2)(1 @(a0)) 
- ( (x + c) 2 + 7(x + c) (1 - 2 sin2(8)) (19) + 1 - -T - -  
+~/2t sin 2 (8) cos 2 (8)) .  
It follows from (12) and the definition (17) of 2, that for c < 0, 
f 
~/2 
p(t, x) = 4t exp((m + 7)x) E(t, 8, c, x) sin(P) cos(P) dO, (x > 0), (20) 
J0 
p(t, x) = exp(mx) 4t E(t, O, x + c, 0) sin(O) cos(O) dO 
+p(t, c, x) - p(t, c, -x ) ) ,  (x < 0). (21) 
4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
The integrals (20),(21) can be evaluated numerically using a computer algebra system such as 
Mathematica [9]. In this way, a detailed escription of the effect of the discontinuity on p(t, x) can 
be obtained. The examples in Figures 1 and 2 show the effects of a discontinuity on a Gaussian 
density traveling rightward, for two different choices of drift. In Figure 1, the drift has a positive 
jump at the origin. In Figure 2, the jump is negative. In Figure 1, the parameters are m = 5.0, 
"y = 2.0, c = -2.0, where m is the drift in the region x < 0, ~, is the jump in the drift at x = 0, 
and c is the starting point. The three curves in Figure 1 are the normalised ensities at times 
tl -: 0.1, t2 -- 0.5, t3 = 0.8. At t -- 0.1, the greater part of the density is in the region x < 0; it is 
closely approximated by a Gaussian. At time t = 0.5, the density straddles the discontinuity. The 
density is continuous as a function of x, but there is a pronounced iscontinuity in the gradient 
of the density at x -- 0. The density is reduced to the right of the origin because the stronger 
positive drift in that region carries the density rapidly away from the origin. At time t = 0.8, the 
greater part of the density is to the right of the origin. In Figure 2, the parameters are m = 5.0, 
~, = -2.0, c = -2.0. The three curves in Figure 2 are the normalised ensities at times tl = 0.1, 
t 2 : 0.5, t 3 --  2.0. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC  APPROXIMATION 
The expression (20) for p(t,x) is approximated for x, t both large and positive, under the 
assumptions m > 0, m + 7 > 0. Let m, = E(Xt). If t is large, then the density is concentrated 
in the region x > 0. It follows from (1) that ~ ~ m + % thus rnt ~ (m + 7)t. This suggests 
that p(t, x) is concentrated in the neighbourhood of x ~ (m + -y)t. An asymptotic expansion of 
p(t, x) yields more precise information. 
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Figure 2. Evolution of the conditional density for ")' -- -2.0. 
It follows from (12),(14) that  
p(t,x) = 2exp((I)(t,x)) J(t,T,C,x) dT, (X > 0). (22) 
The behaviour of the expression (16) for J depends almost entirely on the coefficients exp(a3(r)) 
and exp(a2(r))(1 - ff/(a0(r))). Both coefficients have a similar behaviour as functions of r. It 
follows from [10, equation (7.1.13)] that  
exp(a2)(1-qt(ao))~exp(a2-a--~2) = exp(a3). 
The density p(t, x) thus depends strongly on the behaviour of a3 as a function of r,  0 < r < t. 
It follows from (15), that  -~  < 0 for 0 < ~ < t, thus r ~ a3(r) is concave for 0 < r < t. In 
addition, 
lim a ( r )=-or ,  lim a(T)=--CO, v-+O+ r--*t- 
thus, r ~ a3(r) has a unique global maximum in 0 < r < t. 
An application of the Laplace formula [11] to (22) yields an asymptotic approximation to 
p(t,x). Let the maximum of r ~ az(r) be at t - c~, where a is to be determined. It follows 
from (15), that  
c9a3 r=t-a X2 C2 
0 = ~ = --f~ + 2(t -- ~)-"""--~ 20~ 2' (23) 
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thus, 
Iclt 
Ol - -  
~/x~ - 2~t~ 
The value a3(t - a) is estimated, 
c2x2 t
(x 2 - 2j3t2)2 
C2X 2 
~2 Icl ~/x~ - 2nt2 - + 0 ( t -2 )  . (24) a3(t - a) = -~t  2t t 2t (x 2 - 2f~t 2) 
It follows from (22),(24), and the Laplace formula that 
( c 2x2 )) x 2 Ic l  ~ /x2  _ 2Zt2 - + o (t -2 (25)  
p(t, x) = exp (m + 7)x 2t t 2t (x 2 - 2f~t 2) ' 
where terms contributing to p(t, x) only a scale factor independent of x are omitted. Thus, p(t, x) 
closely approximates a rightward travelling Gaussian for t >> 0. 
6. EXPECTAT ION AND VARIANCE 
OF  THE TRANSMITTED GAUSSIAN 
Estimates of the expectation and the variance of p(t, x) are obtained from (25). Let 
~ Icl ~'~2 _ 2~t2 - c2~2 
e(t, x) = (m + "~)x 2t t 2t (x 2 - 2~t2)" 
The estimate nt of the expected value of p(t, x) is the zero of oe A short calculation yields ~7" 
nt -=(m÷~/) t - i c i ( -~)+O(t -2 ) .  
The estimate a2 of the variance is 
i.e., the leading order terms of 
(26) 
2~1cl (27) 
a2t = t-t - m---T, 
f02e  . , ,~-1 
It follows from (5),(27) that at 2 depends quadratically on 7. Thus, a large discontinuity has a 
strong effect on the variance. 
The estimates of the expectation and the variance are readily generalised to the case in which 
density of X0 is Ganssian. Let X0 have a Ganssian density with expectation c < 0 and variance ag, 
where a0 << [c[. To a close approximation, the same transmitted Gaussian is obtained from a 
delta function initial density at c -  ma~, starting at time t = -a02. The estimate at 2 of the 
variance of the transmitted Gaussian at time t is 
2nlc- = t + + 
iT1, 3 
The estimates nt, at are compared with the experimental results obtained in Section 5. In the 
case of the right-most density in Figure 1, 
m=5,  7=2,  c=-2 ,  t---0.8, 
yielding nt ~ 2.8 and a~ ~ 1.18, in good agreement with Figure 1. In the case of the right-most 
density in Figure 2, 
m- -5 ,  ~ , - - -2 ,  c=-2 ,  t=2.0 ,  
yielding nt ~ 4.8 and a 2 ~ 1.74, in good agreement with Figure 2. 
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